
Fall 2018 
 

History Department 
Learning Outcome #3: “Illustrate participation in historical conversations by producing original 

scholarship.” 
 
 

Assessment Measures 
/ Methods 

Target Levels / 
Benchmarks 

Results Action Taken 

HIST 415: Senior 
Seminar 
-semester-long research 
project culminating in 
an essay including 
original analysis 
(DIRECT ASSESSMENT) 
 

≥80% at 2 or higher Target NOT Met (77% ≥ 
2) 

-Senior Seminar will 
center on directed 
research in Fall 2019 to 
ensure that students are 
interacting with a wider 
breadth of secondary 
sources, but will also 
have more guided 
contact with primary 
sources.  This is to 
improve the quality of 
the original analysis in 
the final project. 

 
Results collected from HIST 415: Senior Seminar did NOT meet the Department’s target of 80% of 
students ≥ 2 on the original scholarship rubric.  Three students achieved a “4,” or “Capstone,” four 
students were at “Milestone,” while two students only achieved “1,” or “Benchmark.” The Department will 
emphasize directed library research in Fall 2018 to improve student interaction with secondary sources 
and primary sources.  This aims to improve students’ original analysis. In Fall 2019, History Learning 
Outcome #1, Students will be able to demonstrate and apply knowledge of major historical subjects, 
themes, and concepts, will be assessed. 
  



Spring 2019 
 

History Department 
Learning Outcome #2: “Critically engage sources and assess historiographical arguments.” 

 
 
Assessment Measures 

/ Methods 
Target Levels / 

Benchmarks 
Results Action Taken 

HIST 261: Research and 
Methods 
-historiographical essay  
(DIRECT ASSESSMENT) 

≥80% at 2 or higher Target Met (82% ≥ 2) - Research and Methods 
will take more time to 
direct students through 
the processes and 
theories of 
historiography. Students 
will be offered a wide-
range of examples of 
historiography and will 
be walked through a 
more procedural 
approach to 
historiography writing. 

 
Results collected from HIST 261: Research and Methods met and exceeded the Department’s target of 
80% of students ≥ 2 on the historiography rubric.  In order to improve the overall quality of 
historiographies produced by students the department institute a more directed approach to 
historiography writing. Students will be given many examples of accessible historiographies and will be 
taken through a more procedural, step-by-step process in writing their own historiographies.  
 
In Spring 2018, 2017 and 2016 the department assessed this same outcome, with positive results (87% ≥2 
[2018] or higher (88% ≥2 or higher [2017]; 86% ≥2 or higher [2016]). The action plan each time was to 
incorporate more guided library research, particularly in seeking out primary sources.  As far as the 
department can tell, this did not lead to a significant improvement in identifying sources.  The department 
will incorporate more library sessions at all level of classes in the major in an effort to develop a significant 
improvement in this metric. This outcome will next be assessed in Spring 2020. 


